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This was the last match of the 21-session Round Robin in the “Youngster’s” division of the WBF’s Youth Team 

Championships contested in the wee hours on Tuesday morning (CDT).   The U.S. began the session just over 4VPs 

outside of the eighth and last qualifying position to the KO quarterfinals.  France would be playing Italy, in fifth place,  

while the U.S. had to contend with a Bulgarian squad that was in third place. 

Not only would Italy need to give France a tussle, the U.S. team would have to find a way to prevail in their match unless 

France could be nearly blitzed over the 14-boards 

 

When the smoke cleared Italy did beat France, but by only 8 imps which meant about 7.5VPs for France.   The U.S. team 

lost by 30 imps.  They would have needed to win by 6imps to pass France for the last qualifying spot.  Were there 36 

imps to be found in the match? 

 

4 IMPs went to Bulgaria on Bd. 1 when a random King lay well for Bulgaria’s defense at trick 1.  Played from the other 

side when the Bulgarian North opened 1N on a sound 14hcp hand 1N was beatable, but only if West found a spade shift  

after their last (diamond) entry was exhausted at trick 3.  The D9 (Curse of Scotland) was in the wrong hand!  Does West 

deserve  a “lack of foresight” charge? 

 

The Bulgarian North opened 
1N  on Bd 5 which was well 
into their 14-16hcp range.  
 
The power of intermediates , 
particularly the minor suit 
tens in opener’s hand were 
just the ticket. 
 
10 imps were won when the  
U.S. North  4=4=3=2  14+ hcp 
hand was opened 1D. 
 

 

The US convention card 
indictes that a 1N opening is 
“Good 14-bad 17, 14s 
frequently upgraded.” 
 

The Kaplan& Rubens hand 
evaluator puts this hand into 
their range.  
http://www.jeff-
goldsmith.org/cgi-
bin/knr.cgi?hand=Q843+AKJT+
T64+AT  =14.70 
 
If you know your opponent’s 
methods I think 1N is your bid. 
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Nine of 22 EWs reached slam in 
the Juniors. One even bid the 
making heart grand slam.  None, 
however, of the 22 EW pairs in 
the Youngsters reached slam. 
 

The Bulgarians play a forcing 
club system and 1H showed 8-
11hcp with any distribution. 
Maybe  West could have bid 3S 
rather than raising on xx.  
Maybe East might have bid 3C? 
over 2N with his 4.5LTC. 

Both pairs in the Israel – Netherlands 
match reached a heart slam.  The 
Israeli auction is understandable, the 
Netherlands not so much. 

 
There were 13 imps instead of a push  

if the U.S. had reached the good slam. 
 

 

Given the “state of the event” I 
think the U.S. East might have 
manufactured a stronger call. 

 

 

The last double digit swing to 
Bulgaria was a game that 
began well for the U.S.  when 
the Bulgarian South led from 
his HK at T1 on Bd.11 
 

Cashing the top spades at 
T2&3 would have likely led to 
a push instead of a loss of 11. 
 

At T6 the U.S. East did not 
recognize that diamonds 
needed to be led toward his 
hand twice and overtaking 
with the CK was necessary. 

 

 

Finally, a 4CX contract was set 

an extra trick when the U.S. 

South played AQJx of hearts 

opposite a stiff as a straight 

finesse instead of a ruffing 

finesse.  -500 vs. -200 incurred 

a 7 IMP loss.  Would West 

have bid 3H on xxxx and a stiff 

club? 
 

You cannot expect to get 
every decision right.  I think 

you want to match your opponent’s 1N openings when you believe your card play is equal or superior.  Should  you 

increase variance if you think you are outmuscled?   Thanks to BBO for their VuGraph of the match. 
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